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Finite element analysis of cellular structures subjected to wave loads 
Analyse des éléments finis des structures cellulaires soumises aux chargements des vagues
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ABSTRACT: The study covers part of a project aiming at the investigation of cell failures and assessment of service life of a cellular 
cofferdam breakwater which was built as a permanent structure at Calumet Harbor in Lake Michigan near Chicago, Illinois. The 
structure was analyzed for a series of direction-dependent local wave load patterns using two-dimensional vertical slice and three- 
dimensional finite element models in parallel to evaluate the performances on a comparative basis. A system of strain gauges de
signed to obtain data to be used as reference for validation of the finite element models was installed in two of the cells of breakwater. 
The analyses results showed that predictions by both models regarding the interlock forces, displacements and lateral pressures were 
consistent in the construction simulation stage. Differences, however, became more predominant as the permanent effects of wave 
loads were simulated. Regarding the wave load analyses, three-dimensional model predictions resulted in a better agreement with the 

field recorded data.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Use of cellular cofferdams as breakwater structures is rather un
common. When used as breakwaters, the metal fatigue can be
come a possible mode of failure for such structures due to the 
cyclic unbalanced loads imposed by the wave action. Prediction 
of the service life of structure depends on the assessment of in
terlock force fluctuations in the sheet piles induced by the wave 
loads imposed on the structure. Use of conventional methods for 
this purpose is precluded due to the rather complex soil-structure 
interaction scheme, irregularities in geometry and loading, as 
well as behavioral complexities of the materials.

This study covers part of a project aiming at investigation of 
cell failures and assessment of service life of a cellular coffer
dam breakwater which was built in 1934 as a permanent struc
ture at Calumet Harbor in Lake Michigan near Chicago, Illinois. 
Detached section of the Breakwater, where cell failures occurred 
consists of 131 stone-filled sheet pile cells of the diaphragm 
type, constructed of 46 ft long PSA-23 steel sheet piles. The 
cross-sectional elevation and plan views of the breakwater are il
lustrated in Figure 1. The cells are 41 ft at their widest point and 
the diaphragm walls are 38 ft apart. The cell fill consists of 
quarry run topped by bedding stones and concrete capping 
stones. Toe protection is ensured on both, lake and harbor sides 
by a berm, topped by stone riprap.

A field instrumentation system, designed to allow remote data 
collection was installed on two cells of the breakwater. The 
strain gauge installation scheme was designed to obtain data to 
be used as reference for validation of the finite element models 
of the breakwater structure. The system consisted of three 
gauges oriented to measure flexure strain and ten gauges to 
measure hoop strain, three of which were installed under water 
(Wipf et al. 1991). Data collection was prompted in the presence 
of the strong winds in the vicinity and corresponding significant 
wave activity. The recorded strain ranges were transformed into 
the hoop force ranges on the structure.

I 2 Structural damage evaluation

After over fifty years of service, three of the cells completely 
failed during a severe storm and split piles were detected in sev

eral others. The cells appear to be bulged out and almost all of 
the sheet piles exhibit dishing which is the characteristic defor-
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Figure 1. Sectional elevation and plan view of breakwater cells.

mation of shallow arc type piles. Such deformations indicate that 
the sheet piles have been subjected to interlock forces above the 
recommended working strength of 3000 lb/in. This does not in
dicate, however, imminent failure since the piles have an ulti
mate strength of 12000 lb/in. As a consequence of bulging of the 
cells, fill has settled up to 3 ft on the lake side.

Possible failure modes associated with external stability like 
sliding, cell overturning or foundation failure can confidently be 
eliminated since the tops of all the sheet piles remain at the 
original elevations and no distortion is observed in the longitudi
nal alignment of the structure. During wave action, each wave
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exerts alternating pressures from crest to trough on the lakeward 
face of the breakwater. After over 50 years of service, tens of 
millions of cycles of loading have been exerted on the sheet pile. 
Metal fatigue begins to be a very serious hazard at fairly modest 
stress levels after this many cycles (Wilson 1984). Also, the steel 
sheet piles would have lower impact values at the cold tempera
tures of the lake Michigan in the winter season as indicated by 
Charpy Tests (US Army Corps of Engineers 1986).

1.3 Overview o f approach

To assess the levels of fluctuating interlock forces in the sheet 
piles under wave action, the structure was analyzed with two- 
and three-dimensional finite element models. The analyses con
sist of three main sequential stages that represent the realistic 
load history: 1) simulation of the construction of breakwater, 2) 
simulation of the present structural condition of the breakwater 
due to cumulative wave load effects, 3) wave load analyses.

2 ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The first step of the loading sequence of construction simulation 
is the placement of the cell fill in four layers and the berms. The 
foundation soils prior to this step were assumed to be at the at 
rest condition and no stresses due to pile driving were assumed 
to exist in the sheet piles and the surrounding soils. Next, place
ment of the capstones over the cell fill was simulated by apply
ing a surcharge load of 480 psf. The structural state attained at 
the end of the first stage is representative of that following the 
completion of the construction and before any permanent wave 
effects. This state of the structure herein after referred to as the 
"post construction state”.

The objective of the second stage of analysis is to assess the 
permanent effects of wave loads on the breakwater. During wave 
action, the interlock forces in the sheet piles alter due to higher 
hydrostatic differential and the changing direction of the hydro
static component of the wave as the wave peak recedes to a wave 
trough on the lake side wall of the cell. As a result, the sheet 
piles stretch and fill settles under the effect of gravity, which is 
an irreversible process. Therefore, considerable deviations from 
the post construction state would exist regarding stresses and 
displacements of the sheet piles. This latter condition of the 
breakwater structure is referred to as the “present state”. A ra
tional and practical method to simulate such complex cumulative 
effects in the finite element models was necessary. To this pur
pose, the wave pressure profiles generated using statistical hind- 
casting techniques for the Calumet Harbor were scanned for the 
wave pressure values (Bakir 1993). Two pressure profiles, which 
approximately envelope the maximum and minimum pressure 
values in the direction normal to the longitudinal axis of the 
structure, were considered. Cycles of these two pressure profiles 
were successively applied to the models starting from the post 
construction state. Cycling continued until the displacements and 
interlock forces are stabilized in two consecutive load cycles. 
The resulting stress state is considered as representative of the 
present structural state of the breakwater.

In the third stage, initiating from the present state, a number 
of wave pressure profiles were acted over the structure to simu

late the force level fluctuations in the sheet piles during wave ac
tion. Surface and pressure (hydrostatic and hydrodynamic) pro
files of typical wave acting on the breakwater are depicted in 
Figure 2. For a given wave, the range of the force fluctuations in 
the sheet piles can be assumed to be contained within the two 
stress states of the structure corresponding to the trough and 
crest loads of the wave. Accordingly, differences between the in

terlock force levels corresponding to the peak and trough loads 
of the wave indicate the range of force fluctuations in the sheet 
pile system along the height of the structure. The fundamental 
periods of the breakwater in hoop and flexural directions were 
calculated as 0.1 s and 0.18 s respectively. As these values are

Table 1. Fill and foundation material properties.

Material

Type

Buoyant

Unit

Weight

Yb

(lb/ft3)

Internal 

Friction 

Angle 

O  (deg.)

Cohesion 

Intercept 

c (lb/ft3)

Elastic 

Modulus 

E (lb/ft2)

Poisson

Ratio

Cell Fill 67.0 35.0 0.0 3.E6 0.25

Clay 66.0 15.0 200.0 0.8E6 0.35

Sand 60.0 30.0 0.0 0.6E6 0.25

Toestone 80.0 35.0 0.0 0.75E6 0.25

rather low compared to the calculated range of periods of the 
waves in the vicinity of the Calumet Harbor (smallest periods are
1 to 2 s), dynamic effects on the structural response are omitted.

2.1 Fill and foundation soil parameters

Four different types of soil materials occur in the finite element 
models: 1) fill in the cell, 2) toestone at the harbor and lake 
sides, 3) clay deposits at lake bed, and 4) a sand layer overlying 

the clay deposit. The relevant parameters of these materials, de
termined through detailed field investigations within the Calumet 
Harbor and laboratory testing programs, are presented in Table 1 
(US Army Corps of Engineers 1986).

2.2 Sheet pile stiffness

Sheet pile assemblages behave like orthotropic shells due to the 
considerably lower stiffness in the direction normal to the inter
lock axis. Depending on the pile type, stiffness of he assemblage 
characteristically increases with increasing load. This behavior is 
caused by the initial elimination of slack in the interlock joints, 
gradual seating of the bearing surfaces and the deformations in 
the cross-sectional geometry of the pile due to interlock rotation 
and dishing of the web. Following these initial effects, response 
becomes practically linear with increased loading. In contrast, a 
linear response with a stiffness equal to that of flat steel plate is 
displayed when a sheet pile is loaded longitudinally.

Pull tests were performed on PSA-23 sheet piles for load in
crements of 1000 lb/in (US Army Corps of Engineers 1986). The 
average piecewise linear load-deformation and permanent set 
curves are given in Figure 3 for the three samples tested. The 
load deformation curve has consecutive constant modulus values 
from zero to 3000 lb/in and between 3000 lb/in to 5000 lb/in, 
which are 0.023 and 0.03 times the elastic modulus of steel, re
spectively. The observed dishing of sheet piles at the site indi
cated that force levels in the vicinity of 3000 lb/in have been ex
perienced. Accordingly, the average of sections I and II, or 
0.0265 times the elastic modulus of steel, is assessed as the lat
eral modulus of the sheet pile assemblage.

2.3 Description o f the finite element models

The general purpose finite element package ANSYS (De Salvo
& Swanson 1990) was used for modeling and analyses in this 
study. Soil material behavior is represented by the Drucker- 
Prager elastic-perfectly plastic material model. Wave pressures

Figure 2. Schematic view o f  the wave forces acting on breakwater.
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Interlock Deflection (in) 
Figure 3. Interlock pull test results.

Figure 4. Element connection detail o f  2-D model.

on the lake side wall were converted to the concentrated forces 
considering the contributory areas and applied at the relevant 
nodes of the finite element models. The loads were applied in
crementally and iterations were performed until convergence cri
teria were reached.

2.3.1 Two-dimensional finite element model 
The vertical slice model introduced by Clough & Hansen (1977) 
was preferred because of its ability to consider nonsymmetrical 
loads. In the model the breakwater structure, foundation and fill 
soils were visualized as a planar system with plane strain condi
tions imposed. The stiffness of the diaphragm wall and the flex
ural stiffhess of the outer walls were scaled to a unit thickness of 
the structure (Rossow et al. 1987). The stiffhess of the dia
phragm wall corresponding to the vertical slice was distributed 
along the height of the cell using bar elements which act like 
stiff springs connecting the outer walls and transmit axial forces.

-
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Figure 5. Finite element mesh o f  2-D model.

A detailed description of this idealization process for the Calu
met Harbor breakwater structure is presented by Bakir (1993). 
Beam elements were used to model the sheet piles, and two- 
dimensional isoparametric elements were used to model the fill 
and foundation materials. Interface elements were provided be
tween the beam and the isoparametric elements to allow relative 

movements to occur between the sheet piles and the adjacent 
soils. The element connection detail in the cell and the finite 
element mesh used to represent the breakwater and its founda

tion are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively.

2.3.2 Three-dimensional finite element model 
An isolated repetitive pattern of the breakwater, as shown in 
Figure 6, is modeled in three-dimensions considering the exist
ing symmetry conditions in the longitudinal direction. Solid ele
ments were used to model the fill and foundation soils. Sheet 
piles on the external and diaphragm walls were represented by 
six and four columns of shell elements, respectively, as shown in 
Figure 7. To simulate the interlock rotation of the sheet pile sys
tem, shell elements were connected with nodes which are cou
pled in all degrees of freedom, except the rotational degree of 
freedom along the interlock axis. The interaction effects between 
the sheet piles and adjacent soils in the fill, foundation and berm 
were provided through three-dimensional interface elements lo
cated between the shell and solid elements.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Respective performances of the models are compared through 
each of the three stages of analyses. Due to the limitations inher
ent in the two-dimensional model, results can be compared only 
at the Y-joints, where diaphragm and outer walls connect.

3.1 Stage I: Simulation o f breakwater construction sequence

Post construction state of the breakwater structure is reached fol
lowing the placement of the fill, berm and imposition of cap
stone load. The resulting interlock forces at the diaphragm wall 
are plotted in Figure 8. As can be observed in this figure, the 
agreement between the two- and three-dimensional data sets is 
quite good between 10-30 ft levels. Three-dimensional analysis
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Figure 7. Isometric view o f  sheet pile system as represented in 3-D  

model.

Interlock Force (lb/in)
Figure 8. Interlock forces at diaphragm wall (post construction state).

results indicate that the distribution of interlock forces over the 
diaphragm wall vary considerably. Consistently larger deflec
tions are predicted by the three-dimensional model at the Y- 
joints with differences reaching 0.12 in. at the top of the sheet 
piles. This outcome, which implies that the two-dimensional 
model response is comparatively stifFer, can be traced to the dif
ferences in the two approaches in modelling the diaphragm wall.

Interlock Force (lb/in)

Figure 9. Interlock force variation in diaphragm wall (present structural 

state).

In the two-dimensional model, the diaphragm wall, which is ac
tually curved, was idealized as a series of linear springs. In the 
three-dimensional model, in which the true geometry is imple
mented, the diaphragm wall has the tendency to straighten dur
ing loading, and thus provide additional flexibility.

3.2 Stage II: Simulation o f the present state o f breakwater

Hypothetical wave pressure profiles were applied cyclically to 
the lakeward wall of the breakwater to simulate the present con
dition of the structure as described in section 2. The eventual in

terlock force variation attained in the diaphragm wall following 
the stabilization of incremental differences between each con
secutive cycle is presented in Figure 9. Maximum interlock force 
levels in the diaphragm wall reach 2480 lb/in and 1900 lb/in, re
spectively, for the two- and three-dimensional models with sub
stantial increases over the post-construction state. Displacements 

increase to 1.3 in. for the two-dimensional model, and to 2.65 in. 
for the three-dimensional model at the harbor side Y-joint.

Overall results indicate that the structural state of the break
water is considerably altered in the post-construction state. The 

permanent wave effects were more pronounced on the lake side 
of the structure than the harbor side, as would be anticipated. 
Predicted fill settlements next to the lake side wall reach 12.5 in. 
and 4 in. respectively, for the two- and three-dimensional mod
els. The three-dimensional model prediction conforms very well 
with the site investigations reporting average settlements of 

about 1 ft on the lake side of the fill.

3.3 Stage III: Wave load analyses

Wave statistics in the form of hindcast wave data were used to 
determine the wave parameters. The wave pressures were gener
ated according to the formulae for evaluation of the pressures on 
vertical walls for incident crest and trough conditions of a wave. 
Loading was initiated from the present state of the structure in
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Interlock Force (lb/in)
Figure 10. Interlock force variations o f  2-D model under wave action.

each case. Results of three wave applications are presented: 4 ft 
high from north-northwest, 16 ft high from north-northwest and 
24 ft high from northeast. Interlock force predictions are given in 

Figures 10 and 11, respectively, for the two- and three- 
dimensional models. The interlock force variation range (crest 
value to trough value) is negligible for a 4 ft wave cycle for 
either model. For the 16 ft wave cycle, two-dimensional model 
predicts an interlock force range of 246 lb/in at the 42 ft level, 
whereas, 312 lb/in was predicted by the three-dimensional model 
at 38 ft level. For the 24 ft wave cycle, the maximum interlock 
force ranges increase to 1631 lb/in at the 42 ft level and 1304 
lb/in at the 36 ft level, for two- and three-dimensional models, 
respectively. The maximum displacement occur at the top of the 
sheet piles for both of the models. The displacement range for 

the 16 ft wave cycle was predicted as 1 in. by both models, 
whereas, for the 24 ft wave cycle predictions were 6 in. and 3.4 

in. by two- and three-dimensional models, respectively.

3.4 Comparisons with the recorded data

Finite element predictions of the interlock force range are com
pared to the field data for fixed wave heights. The recorded 
strains were transformed into hoop force ranges with the aid of 
diagnostic tests. Two cases selected to illustrate the correlations 
are presented in Figures 12 and 13. As can be observed from 
these figures, both models predicted consistently greater ranges 
than measured at the top location, with the two-dimensional val
ues being closer to those recorded. However, at the other two lo

cations, three-dimensional model predictions were in better 
agreement with the recorded data.

Discrepancy between the recorded and predicted ranges at the 
top location can be explained considering climactic conditions 
during the data collection period (January and February). Due to 
the frozen fill and the possible ice build up between the cap
stones and the sheet piles at the top of the cell, lateral movement 
of sheet piles would be constrained in the upper part of the cell. 
Under such conditions, strain range readings and consequently

Interlock Force (lb/in)
Figure 11. Interlock force variations o f  3-D model under wave action.

Interlock Force Range (lb/in)

Figure 12. Predicted and recorded hoop force ranges under wave action 

(direction -  NNW , wave height =  10.2 ft).
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Interlock Force Range (lb/in)
Figure 13. Predicted and recorded hoop force ranges under wave action 

(direction - NNW, wave height = 1 3 .9  ft).

the interpreted interlock force ranges would be smaller at the top 

strain gauge location.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Analyses results show that the predictions by both models re
garding interlock forces and displacements were consistent in the 
construction simulation stage. However, the differences in pre

dictions became more predominant with the increased loading in 
second and third stages. In the second stage, the analyses results 
confirmed that the permanent effects of the wave loads altered 
the structural state of the breakwater considerably. Regarding the 
wave load analyses, three-dimensional model predictions re

sulted in a better agreement with the field recorded data. Dis
crepancies between the two model results can be explained, in 
general, considering the limitations due to the two-dimensional 
idealization of the breakwater structure. However, due to certain 
disadvantages involved (basically, modeling complexities and 
major increases regarding computation time and memory re
quirements), three-dimensional model application is rather un
practical for cellular structures. For a specific case, the model se
lection would depend on the characteristics of the structure and 
loading, as well as the extent of information sought regarding the 
structural behavior.
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